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About This Software

You can create your games without knowing how to draw and program!

Do you think that you need professional knowledge to create a game? It's not true! In the SRPG Studio, SRPG basic system and
various graphic materials are already prepared, so you don't have to do complicated things on your own. You can create your

games just by setting up your original characters and scenarios!

Other players can also enjoy playing your games!

It is normal that you want to share your game with other people to play, not just for yourself. There is a function of 'Project
Release' in the SRPG Studio. You can always output your created games as files with that function. In addition, you can

distribute your games as paid games.

You can use original materials!

It’s such fun if you can use your original graphics or music in your games. In the SRPG Studio, not only graphics and music,
fonts and videos can also be built into your games!

Various functions satisfy advanced players!

The SRPG Studio is a native application and optimized for Windows OS, so the game performance is incredibly fast. The
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JavaScript is chosen as a script language and you can build up your own unique game system. In addition, the file export
function is equipped so you can easily develop games together with graphic designers or scenario writers etc.

Special thanks:
Joshua Goodpaster (English native checker)
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Title: SRPG Studio
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities, Game Development
Developer:
SapphireSoft
Publisher:
SapphireSoft
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista(sp2) / 7 / 8 / 10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Storage: 150 MB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,French,German,Traditional Chinese
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Game is unplayable as is. If run in full screen mode, which isn't really, being only about half the normal resolution of a modern
monitor, about 640/480, then you are subjected to an annoying and persistent flickering screen the entire game that does not go
away. The only fix, so far, is to not run the game in full screen, which eliminates the flickering but then the game only runs in a
tiny window, about the size of the standard steam chat window, and you can't stretch it or make it any bigger. So yeah, only two
choices, either play with the annoying flicker, or play with a magnifying glass. Not even worth it as a bargain deal, since I only
payed 5 bucks and still feel like I got ripped off and deserve a refund for an unplayable game.. Music
+ Multiple arenas
+ 3 levels of difficulty
+ Pixels graphics
There is even a story line !
Great game in general.. Seems like a fun game, it's free, fun to fly around, controls feel intuitive, but I could not figure out how
to change levels or get back to the beginning area. I swear I tried every button combo and there's no menu so I had to restart the
game. Can't recommend until that's fixed or a menu is added or something.. A real thoughtful game dev simulation.
I really have to mention the reference of the game to the game dev history. you start developing games for c64 and PC only.
After some time new game systems enter the market and it is possible to create games for these.
Every system got a specific market share that changes over time. Also the developer keeps the game systems up-to-date.

Another real positive thing is that the game stats of the games you create in game ( :D best sentence ever!!! ) are calculated
different over time. That means that you have to set different priorities on the single game stats in different game epochs. If you
create a game when PS1 enters the market you will have to use slightly different stats as if you create a game when PS4 enters
the market.

So what I want to say is that the game is complex and according to that very fun for people who like Tycoon games.

Just buy it!
. It's a good game for its price. It's not a great game though. It's just a treadmill for the sake of being one. Everything scales to
you, so there's never a sense of progression or that your character is getting better. It's very much a resource management game
as well; you can only have 5 potions, you have limited spell components, and it takes a turn to switch between items and most
spells.

It has things that seem neat, but once you realize that it's pointless, they lose their fun. There are shrines and enchanters you can
use, but there's no real point to do so because the next dungeon you go in all the loot that drops will just have scaled up numbers
so they'll be better. Sure you might have a piece of gear for a few levels, but when you replace it, you won't seem like you've
received a great upgrade. It's still going to take you the same number of hits to kill everything because they scale up along with
you.

You have three stats, but it's not like you can decie how you want to build the character. They don't seem to do anything, and are
just there to make you spend them to equip the scaled up thing that just dropped. Putting stats in never actually feels like it helps
you out. It's just a resource for you to spend.

Speaking of spending, all you do is spend your gold to upgrade your shops to the next scaled up level of gear. So that you can
spend your stat points. So that you can kill things in the same number of hits as you were before you leveled up.

It's a fun few hours, until you realise how pointless it all is. Play it through once for the story, if you like stories, but it won't ever
feel like your character is getting better as you go.. I love this game, it just needs an option to turn off the music and sound
effects.
Then it would be perfect.
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Not that the music is bad, I thought it was cool actually.
 I just want fresh tunes.. *Some Critiques are Out-dated since there has been Constant Updates*

3D monster game(+farming\/fishing\/crafting) on steam was always my dream to play. The game is bit lacking, but overall
really Nice game if you are digimon\/pokemon fan. It's early access and all but doesn't mean i can't point out the things i find
annoying...... with that being said

Things I liked :

1- Variety of monster with nice animations AND Different sizes which is insanely good for 3D game.

2- Love the way you attain new moves(farming monsters) and it's rarity gives sense of satisfaction when u get them.

3- Dueling aspect with NPCs

4- Gorgeous game with beautiful Graphics and Runs Smooth Fps-wise. With the beautiful Day\/Night Cycle that you can
control if you dislike the night like me.

5- Teleport sends u to different areas randomly with different environment.

6- You get random lovely surprises like i just entered random portal and found myself fighting boss quadriple my size, got him
to 10% with difficult battle but lost in the end. Gives me the curiousity to explore more!

7- The combat and hitboxes are so on point I LOVE THEM! you can jump over monsters to dodge the attacks and ambush them
in the back. can't wait for pvp time.

8- EVOLUTION! who doesn't like evolving monsters.

9- Customizing monsters skills to how you see fit.

10-BIGGEST selling point is : The Dev is insane with the patches and fixes. Literally fixes faster than the community
complains....

Problems or things i disliked(not counting lack of content since it's Early Access)(Edit:The list keep getting smaller and smaller
with these DAILY patches gosh):

1- crashed two times in 4 hours and In the selection mode there is Start and New and if you were confused like me and hit the
first option which is ''start'' without having a saved file already it will make you stuck.

2- Starters have 2 rings animations...... Pretty Disappointing considering usually starters are the face of the game.

3- Went to starter area(teleport) and threw literally all my ''superior'' capture cards and still all of them failed, i love hardcore
mode but for godsake it's starter area with monsters that have legendary catch ratio...... ( Got one after 7 Superior cards and 3
Normal Cards thrown...)(Edit: apparently after just buying normal cards instead of better quality ones the chances of capturing
monsters increased so much!)

5- Extremely simple tutorial that doesn't really explain if there is any depth like types weaknesses(elements),how to progress
further, what the stars are that are attached to wild monsters HP ( Red is boss apparently and you can't catch it), Didn't know
you can customize or where to find learnt scrolls until like level 10 or so...... (and yes I READ the help page thoroughly.)

6- I got from the roster quest to kill 15 OnyBoltyB, but when i fight wild monsters i can't even see their names...... how am i
supposed to know which i gotta go for.....(Incoming patch announced that will hopefully fix this)

7- when i change the placement of the map, mailbox message,etc it stays til i get a loading screen then everything goes back to
it's usual position.....
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8- says in the Ability Scrolls to match the element of the move with the monster owned but doesn't say what is the element of
the ability or the monster.(Recent patch fixed Monsters element but still scroll element is yet to be fixed)

The reason im going on a semi-rant is because i have waited for this game since march...... was excited for this more than God
of War 4! My all time favorite game was Monster Rancher in playstation 1 back in the day and this gave me hope for journey of
nostalgia. I will absolutely stick with this game for all its updates but I hope the dev start fixing it before people start
downvoting.. When I look at this game in my library I have to wonder why I even bought it. I bought this game over 3 years ago
and I cannot for the life of me recollect why I had the feeling this game was good or what attracted me to it. The developer is
completely unknown, the screenshots look fine, the trailer is a tad bombastic and shows off the main mechanic of the game
fairly well but it's still a very standard puzzle game. But boy am I happy that I did buy this game because this is easily one of the
most polished puzzle games I've ever played.

Constant C is a puzzle game but with 2 extremely compelling and well-rounded mechanics: gravity switching and time
dilation. Gravity switching is a fairly obvious one but the time switching mechanic is easily one of the most impressive
puzzle mechanics I've seen. There world has frozen in time and only a small radius around the character has time
flowing at normal speed. This means any object within that radius would move as normal but the moment it leaves the
radius it instantly freezes in place. Unlike some puzzle games where the main mechanic is used sparingly because the
level designer couldn't come up with puzzles good enough to use it well, this game is almost ENTIRELY around these
mechanics with a couple of small and (again) REALLY well rounded twists to the time dilation mechanic.

The level of polish on display here is INSANE. Since the time dilation is a fairly confusing mechanic, great pains were
taken to make it extremely obvious and easy to know which objects are currently being affected and how they would
move if you were to bring them into your field. The level design is amazing with a slow ramp up to some REALLY
challenging puzzles later on that will rack your brains which also require a fair degree of platforming precision. The
music is quite good and muted for the most part making for a good background while you conjure up solutions to these
conundrums. In fact I have but a SINGLE complaint about this game and that is the platforming isn't precise enough
because the character moves a bit too weirdly since he maintains almost all momentum in the air in the direction you
point him even after you let your analog stick go making some platforming sections that require some precision a tad
difficult.

This is one of the puzzle games that you NEED to play. It's innovative and well-used mechanics are on par with some of
the industry's best and the degree of polish and love put into this game make it a very enjoyable experience. The game
lasts about 6 hours (I replayed it twice because I stopped playing at a certain point to play something else) so for $5-10,
this game is definitely worth it.. This game is a mess. Poor controller support, in ability to properly navigate the menus
and the game is more uninspired in gameplay the the Mavel, Mortal Kombat and Tekken mobile games. As a longtime
Fighter fan I will never recomnd this game.
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It was fun while it lasted, but I guess it didn't sell well so they never got to take advantage of their map making tools to make
new environments.

Also I would have liked a Respec option for Karma.. The best way I can describe this game is: it\u2019s like juggling three
coloured balls where they change colour mid air and in which two more balls and a chainsaw are thrown at you during the course
of your act.

The levels themselves are mostly fair and well designed (I\u2019ll come back to that in a minute) and the controls are lenient
enough to where when you fail you can only blame yourself.
The music is a nice complement to the gameplay and the art style is nice and simplistic.
Another nice feature is that you can choose which levels to unlock first which has the bonus effect of being able to leave a
difficult level for another which makes the game a lot less frustrating when you meet a level that you just can\u2019t quite
complete.
I also like the amount of trains you can get (even some well-designed fictional ones), and a nice variety at that!

There are a few things I must say. First is that there are a few levels which, on paper sound cool, but in practise are a bit unfair
and not that enjoyable. For example, most of the lunar levels do not have complete tracks (due to the cratered surface) and so
you cannot know where the trains will go when playing the levels for a first couple of times. Sure, after a few attempts, you
know where each train will go but I always go by the mentality that good game design allows you to complete it on your first
attempt since it is down to skill.
Second of all, the passengers at each station is random as to which colour they will be. The problem with this is that some levels
are extraordinarily tight on time for three stars and so even if you route all the trains correctly, you might still not get three stars
because the right colour passengers just didn\u2019t show up.
Finally, the last level of medieval is only hard because you don\u2019t have enough time to see what the next colour the train
turns to before you need to route it; once you have four trains, you have about three seconds to route all of them, and if they
want to go yellow, you have less than two. This level seems more of a guess the colour rather than strategizing where each train
should go to maximise time.

That being said, I still highly recommend this game; sure, there are a number of things I don\u2019t particularly like but this
only affects a small handful of the plenty of levels in the game. I have now (mostly) fully completed the game twice and I'm sure
it won't be my last.. Amazingly fun.

Update 1: Could use some optimization though. I feel I'm missing frames pretty consistently which is strange for how simplistic
this game is visually.. well this game is not for casual strategy player
this is for who have no life :D
1 game can taken more than 2 hours
with many complex factors, this game will make you forget about your daily and just sit in front of the computer all day long

pros: complex gameplay, more than 1 way to win, lots of choice
cons: not for people who dislikes grandstrategy games like this one

70/100. I'm a bit of a masochist in that I'll try a game even if it's broken as long as it has a few redeeming points; Winter Voices
does have a great story, but right off the bat I found it better to play in French since the dialogue was written in that language,
and it just flows better that way. The English translation unfortunately suffers from many "bugs" (translations that don't flow
well and don't always make sense). The voice narration also doesn't quite correspond to the written text (the voicing dialogue is
better), which was enough to bug me by itself; I wish there was a way to hide the text completely in some instances.

I'd seen on the developers' website that they planned/plan to provide a fully bugfixed version... I don't know if that's still
happening given the state of their team, but I recommend waiting until that happens, or at least that you be prepared to save your
game every 5 possible minutes in case the interface stops responding in any useful way (or you get stuck in a dialogue after the
interface has already disappeared.) It feels as though devs skimped on having too many state checks to allow/disallow clicking,
and the way I naturally interact with the interface just interrupts the game and forces me to reload too often.

Beware, this also happens in places where narration immediately precedes a fight, removing any option to save. If the interface
bugs out during those, you'll spend long minutes getting back to where you were if you die / try again. This is made worse in
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spots where 3, 4 battles are chained. There's no relief for me as this happened in every episode.

Pathfinding also has issues where your teammates block the way out of a screen, and there's no way to control them or get them
out of the way (you have to reload a previous save).

Don't look for many keyboard shortcuts, this is a 97% mouse-driven experience, although it feels like the keyboard was
forgotten rather than purposefully omitted.

And finally, don't expect to have story options that lead you out of the main character's comfort zone, unlike many modern
RPGs the point is not to cater to the player's tastes and provide many options, but really to tell a specific story.

I have lots of spare time and am curious enough to play through the entire thing (on ep. 5 now), as I found the story captivating
enough for that even despite the issues, but technical issues really are that frustrating throughout. I hope this gets fixed so I can
update my review!. Sub par graphics, not very fun.. My first Ace Combat game as I don't own a console.

As a PC player I've always had an itch for plane games but the selection of games out there was rather disappointing.. until Ace
Combat 7 finally came out on PC on February 1st.

The game is visually stunning and adds to the immersion that you're in a fast moving killing machine. The radio communication
of allies and enemies, the MISSILE alert when you have a missile on your tail, the sun blinding you, the pure chaos of a large-
scale dogfight.. all of this leads to an unparalleled experience of what it feels to be a pilot in the sky. You don't have the time to
observe and assess the situation. Don't think, just shoot. The slightest hesitation will lead to your plane being shot down.

Ace Combat 7 features a rather diverse set of planes of various nationalities (the Mirage 2000-5 being my favorite at the time of
review) and a lot of weapons you can experience with. You can customize your plane with parts/add-ons to further improve its
speed, maneuverability and weapons.

At the time of this review I've only played the campaign and not the multiplayer mode so I can't say anything about that. What I
can say however is that the campaign is challenging and well-made with impressive cutscenes and briefing scenes.
If you're a newcomer to the Ace Combat series like I am, you may have a bit of trouble learning the game at first but you will
pick it up quickly through shooting down swathes of hostiles. You will learn to maneuver around your enemies and outwit them
and become an Ace.. I love this game. I have literally been playing this game forever, and never been able to finish it.
(Shareware wall...Cough Cough) But now it is out on modern PC's and it still has the same great feel, but the annoying little bits
are fixed! I love it so much and I'm almost finished with the campaign FINALLY!
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